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Hall Voltage













Qu, et.al 2017

One can get a similar effect for poroelasticity



New classes of elastic materials (with Cherkaev, 1995)

Like a fluid it only supports one 
loading, unlike a fluid that 
loading may be anisotropic











Focusing beyond the diffraction limit: the superlens (Pendry, 2000)









Cloaking due to anomalous 
resonance
With Botten, Mcphedran
Nicorovici 2006,2007

Many other works
in particular
by Hoai Minh Nguyen 



Similarly for the perfect lens there are anomalously resonant regions:

In fact instead of getting perfect transmission sometimes the transmission is zero!











Experiment: Liu et. al (2000)



(With John Willis)



“The monochromatic macroscopic behavior is elastic, but with an 
effective density of tensorial character and depending on the 
pulsation”

"hatched areas correspond to negative densities , 
i.e., to stopping bands."

Aurialt and Bonnet (1994, 1995)

Early work recognizing anisotropic and negative densities



Anisotropic Density 

Anisotropic density in 
layered materials:
Schoenberg and Sen (1983)

(With John Willis)



Realized by Buckmann, et.al., 2015



(With John Willis)



(With John Willis)



Models for the Willis equations

Analog of the bianisotropic equations 
of electromagnetism









Also Guoliang Huang, et.al.

“Transformation Optics” that dates
to Dolin (1961)



Unimode and Bimode
Affine Materials







These are ideal
“Auxetic” materials



(Answer: any trajectory!)



Hart’s A Frame







Bimode material for which the only easy modes of deformations
are affine ones



Characteristic Feature of Affine Materials: 

They dislike strain gradients

Example of Pierre Seppecher
Like a Pantograph:













What happens at a time interface?

Bacot, Labousse, Eddi, Fink, and Fort, Nature 2016







How to avoid this complicated cascade?

Lurie, Onofrei, and Weekes (2009) suggested having a zero
impedance mismatch:



Curiously they found accumulations of the characteristic lines:

A bit like a shock but in a linear medium!













A New Wave









Bloch Waves are:
Infinitely Degenerate!



Available on my website

Only $80.


